
SALES TIPS

FEATURES & BENEFITS

EASY TO APPLY
Spray with water and roll on. No nails, screws or messy 
adhesive sprays needed. With its easy application, 
HYDROTRIM can be applied by hangers or finishers. Using 
the HYDROTRIM Roller helps create an absolute bond to 
the wall.
 

NO MESS, NO-CLEAN UP
Uses only water for installation. Less mud = less mess.

TRI-HINGE DESIGN
Flexes to any outside corner angle, up to 135 degrees. Also, 
the pliable flanges are designed to adapt to out of plumb 
framing, and can be easily adjusted to “cheat” a corner, 
making it straight.

FINISHES WITH A BOX
HYDROTRIM corners have a tapered corner design so 
that they can be finished with a box, resulting in faster 
finishing. Set your 7” or 10” box to #2 or #3 and box up to 
30 feet of corners in minutes. HYDROTRIM corner trim uses 
15- 30% less mud than bead, so you won’t run out of mud 
before you’re done boxing your corner.

INSTALLS FASTER, USES LESS MUD, SAVES MONEY
Because HYDROTRIM corners require only water for 
installation, they use far less mud than traditional beads. 
The corner’s tapered design also requires less fill for 
finishing, saving mud.

Water-activated, self-adhesive drywall corner trim.



PREPARATION       
• Hang drywall back 1/8 “ to 1/4” at corners.
• Make sure drywall is clean and rasped. Use a broom to clean the drywall 
in dusty environments.
• Only use clean, plain tap water for the application sprayer.

INSTALLATION      
Step 1 With a spray pump, saturate the adhesive side of corner 
completely with clean, plain, tap water. Make sure the entire 
adhesive surface of the HYDROTRIM corner is completely wet. 

Step 2 Wait 15 - 60 seconds before installing the corner. Adhesive 
should be tacky to touch. Activation time will vary depending upon room 
temperature, humidity and temperature of water in your pump sprayer. 
Do not soak HYDROTRIM corners.

Step 3 Using a HYDROTRIM Roller, firmly press corner making sure 
flanges are fully contacted and bonded to drywall surface.

FINISHING       
• The HYDROTRIM corner can be mudded immediately after application 
using All-Purpose joint compound. If boxing the corner, wait until adhesive 
has set-up (# of minutes?).

• Using a 8”- 10” taping knife, apply All-Purpose joint compound over the 
HYDROTRIM corner, filling the holes. Let dry.

• Next, using a 10”- 12” finishing knife, skim over the HYDROTRIM corner 
once more with All-Purpose joint compound. Let dry. Sand and paint.

INSTALLATION TIPS  
• If the corner flange floats or lifts due 
to poor hanging or inadequate water 
coverage, staple the flange to ensure it will 
lay completely flush against the drywall.

• Snap chalk lines to ensure straight 
corners on bulkheads and long runs.

• Corners can be cut to length using scissors, metal snips or a chop saw.

• Use a chop saw to cut multiple pieces of HYDROTRIM corners in a bundle 
to the same length at one time.

• If adhesive has not set-up, HYDROTRIM may be removed, re-wetted and 
repositioned. If adhesive has set-up, the HYDROTRIM corner cannot be 
repositioned and will be permanently bonded to the drywall.

15-60
seconds

Do NOT use a sponge to apply 
water to HYDROTRIM.


